Rod Accessories

G-HEB
Shown:
Genus Height Extension Bracket
for GWMC Matte Box
Genus Adaptor Bar System
for DSLR
Canon EOS 7D camera
Genus Wide Angle Matte Box

Genus Height Extension Bracket
For GWMC Matte Box
The Genus G-HEB Height Extension Bracket provides allows you to adjust the height of the Genus
GWMC Matte Box
The bracket is designed to attach to industry standard 15mm rods.
The bracket is simple to attach to your existing GWMC matte box.
The central riser allows you to vary the height of your matte box with ease via a single lock-off.
CNCed from aviation grade aluminium is is the essential accessory for your GWMC matte box.

Rod Accessories
G-FRRB

Genus Adjustable Riser Bracket

The Genus GFFB Adjustable Riser Bracket is designed to be used with the Genus D-SLR C bracket
which part of the Genus DSLR shoulder rig or ass a stand alone product.
Designed for cameras like the Canon 1D Mark IV whose height can make it necessary to run rods
above the base of the camera to use accessories which adhere to the 15mm light weight rod standard for lens height. But still be able to run rods beneath the camera.
The ability to screw 15mm rods on to the bracket allows you to get accessories close to the camera
body with out being impeded by lock-offs.
The central lock-off allows it to be height adjustable on Genus D-SLR C bracket which part of the
Genus DSLR shoulder rig. It can also be used on other 15 rod system were adjustment is not required.

G-ARRB

Genus Adjustable Rod Riser Bracket

The Genus GARRB Adjustable Rod Riser Bracket allows you to attach a second set of 15mm rods in
front of your camera and vary the height. This allows front-of-camera accessories such as a follow
focus or matte box to be used with video DSLRs with battery grip or other under-camera accessory.
Also can be used to support DOF adaptors with traditional video cameras and other scenarios which
require a second set of rods.

